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LIBRARY EVENTS

Mondays: 
11:00am Mondays (Start Aug 9th) 

Toddler Tales at Jewell Park
 (Ages 18 months3 years)

Tuesdays: 
11:00am Preschool Stories 

(Ages 25 years)
Wednesdays: 
12 pm  1:00 pm 

(Beginning August 18th) DropIn 
Crafternoon! (Ages 414 years)

Wednesdays: 
Recorded Crafternoon!

Music with MaryLee 11:00am Second 
Wednesday of the Month at Jewell Park

Thursdays: 
11:00am11:30am  Recorded Baby 

Rhyme (Birth2 years)

Lego Challenge: New Challenge 
Every Month 

Please visit https://www. 
pacificgrovelibrary.org/calendar for 

details 

PG Museum

July  September

SHIFTING TIDES, CONVERGENCE 
IN CLOTH

Come into the museum from Friday, 
July 16 through Sunday, September 12, 
2021 during Museum hours to explore 

the SAQA's traveling quilts exhibit!

 Monterey Public Library

  Hours  Tuesdays – Saturdays, 10:00 

a.m. to 6:00 p.m., Sidewalk Service will 

continue from 10:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m
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Alka Joshi, New York Times bestselling 
author of The Henna Artist, is coming to the 
Pacific Grove Art Center, located at 568 
Lighthouse in Pacific Grove, to do a book 
signing and talk on Saturday, August 14, 
2021 from Noon to 1:30 p.m.  

Complimentary Chai Tea and Macarons 
prepared by Catering by Carmen Nazar will 
be available for attendees.   Henna artist, 
Silvana Piga,will be on site  to do henna for 
attendees if desired from 12 noon to 1:30pm. 
BookWorks Pacific Grove will sell books at 
the event.

  
Joshi will discuss her latest novel, The 

Secret Keeper of Jaipur, the sequel to her 
first book, The Henna Artist, a Reese 

 Henna Artist Author             FBI vs MLK Jr.              CDC Extends Ban

“If we don’t believe in freedom of expression for people we despise, we don’t believe in it at all.” 
Noam Chomsky

CAR WEEK RETURNS
Courtesy of Will Elkadi, What’s Up Monterey

Apologies to our readers—and to Ben Harvey. We really screwed up last week's  front page story about Ben Harvey. It was an old story 
from 2016 when Ben was being considered for his job. I didn't read it. Lesson learned. Although I have been assembling the rest of the 
paper, the front page story was reserved for our Publisher/Editor, Marge Ann. But as many of you know, Marge Ann has not been well 
recently. She has not been the same after her bout of leukemia and chemotherapy. I had hoped that by taking the pressure of laying out the 
paper off of her, it might help her get better. However, other pressures came to bear including the serious illness of her partner Neil 
Jameson, owner of the Motorcycle Museum and the building where Cedar Street Times is located and some other unknown medical   
problems causing two hospital visits in the past two weeks. 
—Gary Baley

continued on pg 8

The FBI secretly 
recorded Martin 
Luther King Jr. for 
years. Those tapes 
should never see the 
light of day

Martin Luther King Jr.’s death at the young 
age of 39, in a murder committed more than 
50 years ago by a pennyante racist, did not 
end his influence in changing the way we 
live in America. King came of age just shy 
of a century after the end of slavery. He lived 

The Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention (CDC) has issued an order 
under Sections 362 and 365 of the Public 
Health Service Act, and associated 
implementing regulations, that temporarily 
suspends the introduction of certain 
noncitizens based on the Director’s 
determination that introduction of such 
noncitizens, regardless of their country of 
origin, migrating through Canada and 
Mexico into the United States creates a 
serious danger of the introduction of 
COVID19 into the United States, and the 
danger is so increased by the introduction 
of such noncitizens that a temporary 
suspension is necessary to protect the 
public health. Unaccompanied noncitizen 
children, already excepted under a July 16, 

continued on pg 9

• Monterey Car Week KickOff
August 6, 2021

 • Monterey PreReunion
August 8 and 9, 2021

 • The Porsche Monterey Classic
August 9, 2021

• Classic Motorsports Magazine Monterey Kickoff 
 CruiseIn

August 10, 2021
 • Concours on the Avenue

August 10, 2021
 • Automobilia PopUp Show (NEW Show this Year!)

August 10 and 11, 2021
 • McCall's Motorworks Revival

August 11, 2021
 • Little Car Show

August 11, 2021
• Pebble Beach Motoring Classic

August 11, 2021
• Mecum Monterey 2021 Auction

August 1214, 2020
• Russo and Steele

August 11  13th, 2021
• Rolex Monterey Motorsports Reunion

August, 1215, 2021
• Pebble Beach Tour d'Elegance Presented by Rolex

August 12, 2021
• Pebble Beach Classic Car Forum

August 12  14th, 2021
• Pebble Beach RetroAuto

August 12  14th, 2021

• The Quail, A Motorsports Gathering
August 13, 2021

• Bonhams Quail Lodge Auction
August 13, 2021

• Pacific Grove Rotary Concours Auto Rally
August 13, 2021

• Werks Reunion
August 13, 2021

• Gooding & Company’s Pebble Beach Auctions
August 13 and 14, 2021

• RM Sotheby’s Monterey
August 13, 14, 2021

• Legends of the Autobahn
August 14, 2021

• Concorso Italiano
August 14, 2021

• Concours d'LeMons
Saturday August 14, 2021

• Annual Ferrari Owners Club Gathering
August 14, 2021

• Pebble Beach Concours d'Elegance
Sunday August, 15 2021

• Worldwide Auctioneers
Rescheduled to August 8  11, 2022

• Prancing Ponies Women's Car Show
Rescheduled to August 11, 2022

• Exotics on Broadway
Rescheduled to August 13, 2022

• Automobilia Monterey Expo
Rescheduled to August 15, 16, 17 2022

• Carmel Mission Classic
Rescheduled to August 10, 2022

continued on pg 10
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Joan Skillman 

Skillshots

PACIFIC GROVE'S RAIN GAUGE 

(January 1 through December 31)

Pacific Grove, beyond FOREST HILL SHOPPING and 
below Holman Hwy.

Data reported by Bruce & Judy Cowan, residents.

   Week Ending Wednesday,  July 28,  2021

        Inches, as of 8 AM, 7/28/21:               0.01"           

           Total:                                   8.55" 

        Rain total previous  year:                  22"

FORECAST
WEATHER.COM

PPGG  RRAAIINN  GGAAUUGGEE

Shadow created by people jumping off the pier at Lovers Point.
Name that Shadow!
see pg 4 for full shot            photo by Gary Baley
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Patrick Ryan
Local Real Estate
Home Inspections

Whether you are buying or selling a home, one thing you will need to make a decision 
on is a home inspection.  This decision is an important one and should always be made 
by the buyer or the seller.  Different markets have different attitudes regarding 
inspections.  When I lived in Fresno, they were not usually done.  That could be due to 
so many new homes being built, but my wife and I bought a home built in the 1903s 
and we did not get a home inspection.  Here on the Monterey Peninsula they are 
ubiquitous.

Truly the decision is up to the client, the person buying or selling the home.  The most 
common inspections on the peninsula are the basic home inspection and a pest 
inspection.  As we have noted before, most of the buyers over here are from the Bay 
Area and the Central Valley and they may not be used to these inspections.  In fact, 
many times they are in a slight state of shock when the pest inspection comes back with 
evidence of termites.  It is fairly rare to find termites in the Central Valley, so when a 
buyer from there paying our prices finds out their “dream home” has termites it is a 
learning experience.

I remember the first home we bought, in the late 1990s, was in Santa Cruz and it had 
termites which caused some serious consternation on our part.  The inspector told us, 
with a smile, that he thought that they built the homes over here with termites in the 
wood.  We quickly realized we were not in Kansas anymore and just got the home 
treated.  Unfortunately, the “electric charge” treatment did not really work and it would 
have been better to tent the home.

There is a debate amongst agents about whether the seller of a home should get a home 
and pest inspection before putting the home on the market and my opinion is that the 
seller should do this.  If you don’t find out what is wrong the buyer will and it is better 
for the seller to discover any problems.  This allows the seller to make the decision on 
whether to fix the problems or leave it to the buyer.  However, as a seller, you have now 
identified any problems and have disclosed such to any potential buyers.  This shows 
honesty and due diligence by the seller and builds confidence in the buyer.  The buyer 
may still get their own inspections if they want, but you as the seller have been upfront 
in the process.

If you are going to sell your home, get a home and pest inspection.  If you are a buyer 
make sure there is a home and pest inspection done before buying.  You can rely on the 
seller’s inspection or get your own. The inspectors here on the peninsula are reputable 
and trustworthy.  We are a small community and shoddy work will lead to no business.  
If you have any questions about the details of inspections please feel free to give me a 
call or shoot me an email.  Cheers

Patrick Ryan is an active real estate broker associate with Sotheby’s International Realty 
on the Monterey Peninsula happily helping clients sell their homes and clients buy 
homes.  He lives with his family in Pacific Grove and is past President of the Pacific 
Grove Rotary.  If you have any questions regarding listing your home for sale, would 
like a complimentary CMA, or are considering buying a home, he can be reached 
confidentially at the following:

Patrick Ryan DRE#01957809 Sotheby’s International Realty, 8312388116  YouTube 
channel: Monterey Peninsula Real Estate.  www.pebblebeachabodes.com

Homebuyers aren’t seeing savings from falling lumber 
prices – here’s why
Source: CNBC

The price of lumber on the futures market has given up all of its gains for this year, 
falling by more than 50% in just the last few months. Homebuilders, homebuyers and 
homeowners looking to remodel, however, are not seeing savings yet. 

Lumber prices hit a record high on May 7, at $1,670.50 per thousand board feet on a 
closing basis. That was more than six times their coronavirus pandemic low in April of 
last year. The spike was due to sudden soaring demand and low supply both due to the 
pandemic. 

Saw mills closed at the start and did not ramp up production quickly enough to meet the 
new demand from builders and remodelers. Homebuyers and homeowners alike wanted 
more space, and that meant more lumber. 

Now demand for remodeling is falling, as people spend more money on vacations 
instead. Homebuilders are still seeing strong demand, but they have slowed construction 
due to high costs. 

Saw mills have gotten back on line, but many are having issues finding enough labor.

Making sense of the story:

• Lumber prices are also still up nearly 100% from the spring of last year.
• “As the price declines began grabbing headlines, the price of lumber packages 
quoted to builders held at record highs,” wrote David Logan, senior economist at the 
National Association of Home Builders. 
• The price of lumber packages quoted to homebuilders is still at a record high, 
according to Logan. Retailers of course want to buy their product low and sell high, so 
they’re still selling the inventory they have at higher prices, despite what the futures 
market says.
• Also, given soaring demand and supply chain issues, their inventory is low anyway, 
and there is still demand, so they have no reason to lower prices. That will change in the 
coming months. 
• Saw mills have gotten back on line, but many are having issues finding labor.
• While the price of softwood lumber is coming down, the price of other wood 
products, like oriented strand board (OSB), which is a type of engineered wood product 
used for panels,  is up 325% year over year and 500% from prepandemic levels, due to 
supply chain issues.

Scott Dick
Market Matters

Kiwanis Trailer Stolen

Wednesday morning at about 0530 the Pacific Grove Kiwanis 
trailer was stolen from the parking lot of First Awakenings. The 
trailer has all the tools and equipment we need to do pancake 
breakfast fundraisers. The money generated supports children's 
charities.

If anyone saw anything suspicious at that time, contact the Pacific 
Grove Police Department at 8316483143

Saint Mary's StainedGlass Windows — see page 9

622 Forest Demolition

Lovers Point
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Full Shot from page 2 
Name that Shadow
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The City of Pacific Grove 
is open for business!

Our doors are open to the public with strict COVID guidelines. 

Appointments are encouraged. Please be prepared to sign in and answer a few 
questions Guidelines and FAQs may be viewed online at cityofpg.org. Please note 
staff are still available to serve the public virtually when at all possible.

Public Records Requests are deemed received on regular business days. However, as 
part of the COVID19 emergency,
response times for public records requests may be delayed.

We will diligently process any requests as staff time permits

"It was a roaring success!" said Moe Ammar, Chamber of Commerce president after a 
gala event at Spanish Bay Friday evening—The Chamber of Commerce Annual 
Awards Lunch.

"We have over 300 people, it's wonderful to see people mixing together again."

Moe  Ammar Ch. Madalone

Ben Harvey  Mike Zimmerman  Joe Amelio

A Roaring Success

Morning Glory photo by Bob Silverman, Carmel Valley
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Carmel Valley Report Legal Notices

Fictitious Business Name Statement
 File Number 20211642 
The following person is doing business as 
MONTEREY BAY EQUESTRIAN 
CENTER, 19805 Pesante Road, Salinas, 
Monterey County, CA 93907: Michael 
Joseph Mastroianni & Madaline Ann 
Mastroianni. This statement was filed with 
the clerk of Monterey County on 
07/12/21. This business is conducted by a 
married couple. Registrant commenced to 
transact business under the fictitious 
business name listed above on 03/01/88. 
Signed: Michael Mastroianni. Publication 
dates: 
07/16/21, 07/23/21, 07/30/21, 08/06/21.

Fictitious Business Name Statement
 File Number 20211626 
The following person is doing business as 
ATLAS PREMIERE PROPERTIES, 426 
Main Street, Salinas, Monterey County, 
CA 93901: Robert  Fernandez. This 
statement was filed with the clerk of 
Monterey County on 07/09/21. This 
business is conducted by an individual. 
Registrant commenced to transact 
business under the fictitious business 
name listed above on N/A. Signed: Robert 
Fernandez. Publication dates: 
07/23/21, 07/30/21, 08/06/21, 08/13/21.

Fictitious Business Name Statement
 File Number 20211618 
The following person is doing business as 
VEIN SPECIALISTS OF MONTEREY 
AND SALINAS, 977 Pacific St. #B, 
Monterey, Monterey County, CA 93940: 
Erec MowattLarssen MD Inc.. This 
statement was filed with the clerk of 
Monterey County on 07/09/21. This 
business is conducted by a corporation. 
Registrant commenced to transact 
business under the fictitious business 
name listed above on 07/05/21. Signed: 
Erec MowattLarssen, President. 
Publication dates: 
07/23/21, 07/30/21, 08/06/21, 08/13/21.
Fictitious Business Name Statement
 File Number 20211681 
The following person is doing business as 
PACIFIC GROVE TRADING POST / 
THE COOP CAFE, 212 Fountain Ave, 
Pacific Grove, Monterey County, CA 
93950, mailing PO Box 51100, Pacific 
Grove, CA, 93950: William Abraham 
Greenbaum III. This statement was filed 
with the clerk of Monterey County on 
07/16/21. This business is conducted by. 
Registrant commenced to transact 
business under the fictitious business 
name listed above on 07/16/21. Signed: 
William Abraham Greenbaum III. 
Publication dates: 
07/23/21, 07/30/21, 08/06/21, 08/13/21.

Fictitious Business Name Statement
 File Number 20211661 
The following person is doing business as 
LITTLE TIGER LEARNING LLC, 419 
Asilomar Avenue, Pacific Grove, Monterey 
County, CA 939503715, mailing 1120 Forest 
Ave Suite 310, Pacific Grove, CA, 93950: 
Little Tiger Learning LLC. This statement 
was filed with the clerk of Monterey County 
on 07/14/21. This business is conducted by a 
limited liability company. Registrant 
commenced to transact business under the 
fictitious business name listed above on 
06/03/21. Signed: Donna Lynn Stewart, 
Managing Member. Publication dates: 
07/23/21, 07/30/21, 08/06/21, 08/13/21.

ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE FOR 
CHANGE OF NAME: PETITION OF 
JERARD RAY GILCHRIST FOR CHANGE 
OF NAME. Case No. 21CV001998 filed 
06/29/21. TO ALL INTERESTED 
PERSONS, Petitioner JERARD RAY 
GILCHRIST, 1611 MARSHFIELD COURT, 
SALINAS, CA 93906 filed a petition with 
this court for a decree changing names as 
follows: JERARD RAY GILCHRIST to 
JERARD RAY EVANS SR. THE COURT 
ORDERS that all persons interested in this 
matter appear before this court at the hearing 
indicated below to show cause, if any, why 
the petition for change of name should not be 
granted. Any person objecting to the name 
changes described above must file a written 
objection that includes the reasons for the 
objection at least two court days before the 
matter is scheduled to be heard and must 
appear at the hearing to show cause why the 
petition should not be granted. If no written 
objection is timely filed, the court may grant 
the petition without a hearing. Date of 
hearing 08/20/21 Time: 09:00:00 AM Dept: 
15. Address: SUPERIOR COURT OF 
CALIFORNIA, 1200 AGUAJITO ROAD, 
93940, MONTEREY CA. A copy of this 
Order to Show Cause shall be published at 
least once each week for four successive 
weeks prior to the date set for hearing on the 
petition in the following newspaper of 
general circulation printed in this county: 
Cedar Street Times. Date: THOMAS W. 
WILLS. Publication Dates: 
07/23/21, 07/30/21, 08/06/21, 08/13/21.

Carmel Valley Fiesta!
August 6  8

The week of activities begin with the Hoopla BBQ on Friday night at the Trail and 
Saddle Club with live music and a silent auction. 

The rest of the weekend is at the Carmel Valley Community Park featuring: arts and 
crafts, rides, food vendors and free concerts. The Fiesta Car Show, Run for the Sun, is 
the feature event on Saturday. 

The very popular and entertaining Doggie Show is our feature event on Sunday. 

The Fiesta is culminated by the Grand Prize Raffle Drawing at 3 pm on Sunday. The 
winner wins a one week stay at a large casa in Costa Rice plus $1500 towards travel 
expenses. Need not be present to win.  

Sponsored by the Carmel Valley Kiwanis

Issues of Concern to Residents of Carmel Valley

•Rancho Cañada Village
•Carmel River Floodplain Restoration and Environmental Enhancement Project 

(Carmel River FREE)
•MidValley Shopping Center Redo
•Outdoor Cannabis in Carmel Valley
•Carmel Valley Ranch Proposed Equestrian Center
•ShortTerm Rentals in Carmel Valley
•Carmel Unified School District Purchase
•of Property on Carmel Valley Road
•New Proposal for Development on Val Verde Drive
•Cima Collina Winery Sues the County Over Denial of Special Events at Hilltop Ranch
•September Ranch
•Carmel Valley Village Development Criteria

Carmel Valley Association

NEXTDOOR JOINS CANCELCULTURE MOB

CANCELED for telling the TRUTH – Banned from NEXTDOOR Pacific Grove
Cancelculture strikes again. Here’s how the exchange went on the popular social 
media platform Nextdoor.

PersonA:     I think anyone who uses the Nword should be put in jail.
          Me:    If that happened, a whole lot of Blacks would be in jail.   (Truth)

I thought nothing of it until a few days later, when I discovered I was banned. I 
eventually contacted the Administrator and asked why I was banned. She said some 
people were offended at what I wrote. I had no idea what she meant. “What did I 
write?” I asked. She wouldn’t say who the offendees were, but she showed me the 
two posts. I tried to explain that many Blacks use that word in rap music, online on 
Facebook, and many other ways. I thought everyone knew that. Maybe not. She 
wasn’t having it. I was banned and had to sign a pledge that I’ll be a good boy and 
not offend anyone anymore to get back in good standing after serving out my 
sentenced “bantime”. 
If socialmedia just becomes echochambers it will onlly further divide us as a 
people, and that will be disastrous for our democracy.

Gary Baley

Carmel Valley Community Pool
The Carmel Valley Community Youth Center (CVCYC) is a private, nonprofit 501(c)
(3) youth organization managed by an allvolunteer Board of Directors and generous 
volunteers. Located in beautiful, sunny Carmel Valley Village, California.

The CVCYC operates a community pool that offers swim lessons and gives families a 
place to recreate. Also available to rent is the Hall and Patio which provide a 
wonderful setting for your next special event.

Recreational swim is from 125pm.
Adult Lap Swim is MondayFriday, from 4pm5pm.

Beat the heat or escape the fog at the Carmel Valley Community Youth Center Pool. 
The Phyllis J. Crockett Community Pool was dedicated in 1964 and serves the general 
public. The pool is heated and lifeguards are on duty. The deep end, roped off from the 
main pool, sports a low diving board. Various water toys are available for kids to use 
at no charge. There is a water slide in the shallow section. Alongside the pool are 
several rows of beach chairs that are partly shaded and can be adjusted to recline. 
25 Ford Road, Carmel Valley. 
Daily Entry Fee (7 Days a Week):
• Members: $6
• NonMembers: $8 (MF) $10 (Weekends/Holidays)
• 12pm5pm 
• Including Memorial Day, 4th of July, & Labor Day

• Telephone text or call 8316593983
• General email inquiries: office@cvcyc.org
• Hall Rentals: carla@cvcyc.org
• Pool and Lesson Inquiries: kristen@cvcyc.org
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Saint Mary's Episcopal

Summer Music Series  How the Piano 
Works.

Join us August 1st at 11:15 AM for the 
second Summer Music Series event in the 
sanctuary at St. Mary's bytheSea 
Episcopal Church in Pacific Grove or via 
Zoom. Attend to learn how the piano 
works, and to explore its many building 
styles. If you own a piano, even if you 
don't play, consider emailing a photo of it 
and provide the name of the company who 
made it. Please email the photo and RSVP 
to Nicholas, 
musicdirector@stmarysbythesea.org, by 
Friday, July 30th. If you're unable to 
attend in person, please request that the 
Zoom link be emailed to you.
 
St. Mary's bytheSea Episcopal Church
146 12th Street, Pacific Grove, CA

Kit Franke
home: 831.375.6466
cell: 831.402.1822

Church News

First United Methodist 

Take what you need. Give what you can.

Free Food Pantry on Sunset Drive by the 
church upper driveway. Drive by and drop off 
or pick up. Nonperishable food only.

The Church is collecting school supplies for a 
needy K6 school in Salinas. We need all 
kinds of school supplies such as: pencils, 
paper, notebooks, folders, binders, colored 
pencils, and backpacks. 

Leave donations at the Church Office door or 
bring them to Church at 10 am Sundays.

Pastor: Gayle Basten  (831) 3725875
First United Methodist Church 
of Pacific Grove

915 Sunset Drive
(at the corner of 17 Mile Drive)
Pacific Grove  CA  93950
United States

    Sunday
    Worship Service 10:00 AM
    Worship Service 10:30 AM

Letters to the Editor - Opinion

Seventh Day Adventist 

We are fully open! 

Live Worship Service Saturdays at 11 am.

Pastor Gary Ford
Monterey Peninsula SDA Church

Join us every Saturday
Online Service times:
Sabbath School: 9:4510:45 AM
Worship Service: 11:00 AM LIVE 
WORSHIP

 
Monterey Peninsula SDA Church
375 Lighthouse Ave
Pacific Grove, CA 939502841
8313727818

 PRAYER LINE MEETINGS

         MONDAYS / THURSDAYS 7:00pm

        Call for information 8313935704

Saint Angela Merici
Preregistration for Mass is no longer 
required. Please know that those who are 
vaccinated are no longer required to wear a 
mask nor physically distance when sitting 
in the church.

If you have not yet had the opportunity to 
be vaccinated, please continue to wear a 
face covering.

We advise that you utilize hand sanitizer 
upon entering the building.

Holy water is in the fonts. Hymnals are 
back in the pews.

The congregation may sing. Anyone not 
fully vaccinated will need to wear a mask 
while singing.

The family room is open during Mass.

If you wish to sit socially distanced from 
others please checkin with a Greeter or 
Jordan Lewis.

For now we will continue to Livestream the 
Saturday 5pm Mass.

No Integrity

Have you no journalistic integrity? Your incredibly  
biased and incorrect opinion piece claims that I “refuse 
to publicly release” the petition when at a minimum you 
would have to question me about it. Not to mention it’s 
available on a PUBLIC WEBSITE. And the flyer has 
nothing to do with me or our group, if it’s actually real I 
have no idea who created or distributed it. It does not 
claim PGcitywatch authored it, just that the entire saga 
could be found there. This is the kind of dreck that can 
be expected when the “journalists” at a small and failing 
publication have no journalistic training 

Randy Fairgarden, Pacific Grove

Ed. Note:

Randy is right about one thing — I do need more 
journalistic training. Every week for the past six I've 
been doing almost all of what Marge Ann Jameson had 
been doing for the past 13 years without a break; and 
now I understand how it has certainly taken a mental 
and physical toll on her.

I did talk by phone with Fairgarden when his petition 
was announced. I asked him to release the full petition 
showong actual first and last names and cities. He would 
not, and never has. He also would not say how many 
were from Pacific Grove. A real petition contains real 
people who identify themselves. All I see on his website 
is anonymous virtuesignallers, none willing to give 
their last name or city. His "petition" is just a sleazy hit
job. In any event, city officials claim they never got it.

Here's what his socalled petition looks like on his site 
as of this writing it only 
shows these 4 with no last 
names:

Fairgarden says "the entire 
saga" can be found on his 
website, where there are 
quotes from the Herald, 
the Weekly, but oddly not 
the Cedar Street Times, 
(we had several stories). 
And even odder is that 
there is no mention of the 
fact that the charge of 
officer Gonzalez being a 
member of an antigovernment militia group was 
completely debunked after a threemonth investigation. 
Isn't that part of the saga Randy?

Officer Gonzalez was fired for speaking his mind on his 
own time. That stands against our First Amendment 
right to free speech.

Gary Baley

Online Petition Pressures Chief To 
Fire Decorated Cop
Group Calls Hispanic Cop a “White Supremist”

Michael Gonzalez, a decorated cop at the Pacific Grove 
Police Department in California has been fired after an 
online petition was circulated by a group called 
pgcitywatch.com.  This anonymously and falsely accused 
Officer Gonzalez, who is Hispanic, of being a “white 
supremacist.”  He is nothing of the sort.  In fact, he was 
fired illegally for expressing his opposition on social 
media to the political group Black Lives Matter (BLM) 
on social media.  BLM has called for defunding police 
departments and killing police officers.
 
Officer Gonzalez’s comments critical of BLM were made 
offduty, on his own time, in his capacity as a private 
citizen.  He has exactly the same Constitutional right to 
comment on important matters of public concern as any 
other citizen.  He intends to assert his constitutional rights 
in federal court.
 
Now, this anonymous group pgcitywatch.com is 
circulating fliers to police departments around the state 
making false accusations about Officer Gonzalez and 
threatening them not to hire him.  The flier says: “Do 
yourself a favor and do not hire him.  I will find out and I 
will make it a headache not worth your trouble. Activists 
and journalists will be informed the moment I catch wind 
of his hiring.” 
  
Officer Gonzalez is a dedicated public servant, who saved 
the life of a potential drowning victim on his first solo 
shift, and who has never had any disciplinary issues in 
more than seven years as an officer.  In 2017, he was 
awarded “Officer of the Year” by his peers.  He was 
targeted by online trolls for harassment based on his 
political views and was fired for expressing himself on 
his own time, as a citizen, on a matter of public concern.  
That’s illegal.  Officer Gonzalez wants to get back to 
being a cop.  He intends to file suit to defend his 
Constitutional rights—the same Constitutional rights we 
all have.  Officer Gonzalez needs money for court costs, 
filing fees, and other expenses as part of this lawsuit.  

He has started a GoFundMe page at this address: 
GoFundMe link: https://www.gofundme.com/f/
FundGonzalezStopTheMob?
utm_campaign=p_lico+share
sheet+chico96c&utm_medium=copy_link&utm_source=
customer

Vallerie Gonzalez 661.432.8514
FundGonzalezStopTheMob@Gmail.Com

Support American Tin Cannery Hotel 

On August 12th the California Coastal Commission will 
review a modest language change which would allow 
Pacific Grove’s ATC hotel project to move forward.  I ask 
readers to write or email their support for this minor but 
important change to the commissioners at https://
www.coastal.ca.gov/meetings/agenda/#/2021/8

This is a muchneeded project for both our city’s future and 
financial stability and, as such, deserves your support.  The 
project has no impact on any actual historic structures, yet 
retains much of the original American Tin Cannery’s “saw
toothed” roof, and would add a really classy hotel to Pacific 
Grove’s dilapidated waterfront.  PG’s voters approved the 
zoning for this project five years ago, and it is about time 
this project moves forward.  

Please contact the Coastal Commission to voice your 
support.

Rudy Fischer
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Peter Silzer
Crossword Puzzle

Witherspoon Book Club selection. Joshi’s 
rich and colorful story telling of life in India 
in the 1950s, just after the British left, shares 
a unique and fascinating glimpse of this 
treasured country.

The Henna Artist became an 
international bestseller and was immediately 
optioned as a TV series. Slated to be an 
“Indian Downton Abbey,” the series will star 
Freida Pinto (Slumdog Millionaire, The 
Path, Mira, Royal Detective), who is co
producing with Miramax TV and the 
Michael Edelstein Company.

“Alka has crafted a beautiful story of 
independence, family, heartbreak and 
success, led by a captivating heroine with an 
indomitable spirit, and we are very excited 
to collaborate with Alka, Michael and Freida 
to bring this extraordinary journey to the 
screen,” Miramax head of worldwide 
television Marc Helwig said in a statement. 

Across
1 Accelerate (2 wds)
8 Art or theater reviewers
15 Drawing rooms
16 Japanese amberjack
17 Green science?
18 Old Semitic language
19 These, in France
20 Culinary directions
22 Short smoke?
23 Hipbones
25 Soccer scoring attempts
26 "Gday __!"
27 Gutter locales
29 Be in arrears
30 Biblical pariah
31 Sailor creator of TopSiders, Paul __
33 Walmart base
35 Gymnast's dream (2 wds)
37 "Brave New World" drug
38 Like Robinson Crusoe or Tom Hanks
42 Court timeout
46 Twistable dunkers
47 Duffer's dream
49 Pasta al __
50 Surgery souvenir
51 Typical Clint Eastwood persona
53 Read UPCs
54 Ink spot?
55 Living in the open ocean
57 French flower
58 Take twisted strands apart
60 Alligator pear
62 Person with mixed bloodline
63 Convalesce
64 Poet/essayist Ralph Waldo
65 Unmentionables or a place to put them?

Down
1 Homo sapiens, for humans
2 Race car's warmup circuit (2 wds)
3 Like waves on the shore
4 Plumber's joint?
5 Lifechanging choice in "The Lady or the 
Tiger?"
6 Strong desires
7 1960 Hitchcock thriller
8 Book parts
9 Steakhouse orders
10 "__ __ shocked as you are!" (2 wds)
11 Tartan topper
12 Polar features
13 Hot, spicy brew
14 Performers on "The Voice"
21 "The Music Man" setting
24 SodaStream, for example
26 Threatens or threateners
28 Young ladies of Mex.
30 Hobbled
32 Longbow wood
34 "M*A*S*H" setting, abbr.
36 Elba exile
38 Half of "cosplay"
39 Mystery for the initiated
40 City named after a Suquamish chief
41 Indigenous people of the Sacramento 
River valley
43 Isolated community
44 More solemn
45 They pick up things
48 Esteem
51 Slow tempo
52 Mississippi, Missouri, or Rio Grande
55 Trading places
56 First name in cola?
59 Part of WWI
61 Bovine

Crossword by Peter Silzer

A themeless puzzle. Available on drpetescrosswords.com. 
You can solve the puzzle online at crossword.info/drpete

MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

Saint Mary's bytheSea

Gary Baley

Henna Artist from pg 1
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Covid Numbers

Gary Baley

Sanctuary of the Soul
CDC

Government News

St. Mary’s bytheSea
“I had a vision.”

Founded in 1887, the prominent red Gothic church on Central Avenue at 12th Street, the 
oldest church in Pacific Grove, is not Methodist as one might expect; it is Episcopalian—
Saint Mary’s bytheSea. In February 1886 seven women formed the St. Mary’s Guild to 
raise money for construction of the church. Helen Reed, Mrs. J.M. Page, Mrs. F. May, 
Mrs. E. F. Easterbrook, and Mrs. Hollenbeck were among the early supporters of the 
Guild. A plot of land was donated by Del Monte Properties. The building was opened in 
June 19, 1887 and was formally dedicated the following month. It measured 32 feet wide, 
70 feet long and had a spire of 75 feet. The first rector was Rev. J. Fred Holmes. The 
building has since been expanded to its current size.

The Episcopal Faith originated during the American Revolution when rectors of the 
Anglican Church (the Church of England) had by ordination sworn allegiance to the King 
of England. Clearly this was not tolerable to the Patriots. Thus a rift in the Anglican 
Church ensued creating the Episcopal Church of America which in most other respects 
retains its Anglican roots. Today there are about 1.8 million Episcopalians in the United 
States according to Pew Research. The life and work of the church is centered on racial 
reconciliation, evangelism, and the environment according to their website.

The church today is very socially engaged, supporting the civil rights movements and 
calling for full equality of gays and lesbians, even blessing same‑sex marriages.

Rector: The Rev. Kristine A Johnson made an incredible change in life’s journey when 
she had a vision. “You mean like an epiphany?”, I asked during an interview at the 
church. “No” she responded, “A vision. One day, sitting in church I saw a vision of 
myself teaching from the pulpit. The hairs on the back of my neck were tingling. I saw 
myself just as clearly as I see you now.” That vision became a calling to seek out the 
ministry, effectively abandoning her first career, 13 years with NASA.
Three years later, she earned a Masters in Divinity degree 
from Virginia Theological Seminary where, she served at 
Christ Church, Washington Parish in Washington, DC, and 
St. George’s Church, Arlington, VA. After ordination in 
2016 she served as Assistant Rector of St. John’s in 
McLean, VA. Kristine was called as Rector of St. Mary’s 
in September 2019.
She came just in time for the pandemic. However, she had 
from 55 to 60 on Zoom online worship and even online 
coffee. “In a lot of ways we thrived with steady attendance and pledge income that offset 
the loses from plate offerings.”
“Come to Saint Mary’s because we are a welcoming place and what excites me most is 
unearthing and releasing the gifts that are here.”

Music: Nicholas Mourlam is St. Mary’s new music director. He is responsible for an adult 
choir of about 20 and coordinating various other music programs such as how to read 
music, how the organ works, and exploring social justice in view of the Gospels.  During 
Christmas he will direct WhiteChristmas Singing. He and wife Anna have a 2monthold 
baby. 

Theology:
Said to stand somewhere between Protestantism and 
Catholicism, the Episcopalian faith is liturgically closer to 
Catholicism. Centered on the Gospels, it is an apostolic 
church tracing its bishops back to the 1st century apostles 
of Jesus. Some practices of the church include the 
following:

Sacraments are the rites of spiritual grace practiced by the church, namely Baptism, 
Eucharist (Communion), Confirmation (adult affirmation of Baptismal vows), Ordination 
(orders to Rectors), Holy Matrimony, Reconciliation of a Penitent, and Unction (anointing 
the sick with oil, or the laying on of hands). Episcopalians recite The Apostles’ Creed and 
The Nicene Creed. The Book of Common Prayer contains words of structured services 
and prayers. Holy Communion is a rite in remembrance of the sacrifice of Jesus. The 
Baptismal Covenant is a question‑and‑answer statement of faith.

Outreach: St. Mary’s participates in the local IHelp program which provides food and 
shelter to the homeless. Plus every MWF people in need can get help with food, 
clothing, bus passes, emergency money for bills. “We’re here to help anyone who is 
holding on with bloody fingernails” Jeff explained metaphorically. 
Sunday Services: Rite I Eucharist 8:00 am; Rite II Choral Eucharist 10:00 am, Sunday 
School & Youth Group.

Contact: For more information write 
St. Mary’s bytheSea, 146 Twelfth 
Street at Central Ave, Pacific Grove 
CA 93950, or check their website 
www.stmarysbythesea.org or call 
8313734441.

2021 order, remain excepted from the order’s coverage.

CDC is continuing to assess the impact of the COVID19 pandemic at the U.S. 
borders and ports of entry, looking at the risks of transmission and spread of 
COVID19 in congregate settings, such as U.S. Customs and Border Patrol 
stations, as well as the threat from emerging variants and the availability of 
testing, vaccination, and other mitigation measures. As the COVID19 pandemic 
evolves and our risk assessment changes, CDC will reassess the existing Order.  
CDC will review the latest information regarding the status of the COVID19 
pandemic and associated public health risks every sixty days to ensure that the 
Order remains necessary to protect the public health.

This order was issued on August 2, 2021 and shall remain in effect until the CDC 
Director determines that the danger of further introduction of COVID19 into the 
United States from covered noncitizens has ceased to be a serious danger to the 
public health, and the Order is no longer necessary to protect the public health. 
The order replaces the October 13, 2020 order previously issued under this 
authority.
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Nation Faces 
Severe Blood Shortage

Blood Donations Urgently Needed!

and died at a time when our country was once again pondering how freedom and 
opportunity are different depending on the color of your skin.

There are substantial reasons that King remains resonant. His “Letter from a Birmingham 
Jail,” detailing how the future is written by those willing to take action, speaks volumes 
about an activist’s life. His protests were unmatched for peaceful effectiveness, and his “I 
have a dream” moment at the March on Washington is American eloquence rivaled only 
by Lincoln at Gettysburg.

King walked into the heart of Jim Crow demanding change from those intransigent in 
their hatred. His courage was unquestioned, his method of nonviolence risky and his 
unapologetic style dangerous.

His place as a Black martyr, and a touchstone in history, is reinforced by his crucial role 
in the passage of the Civil Rights Act, the Voting Rights Act, the Housing Act and his 
vocal approach to ending the war in Vietnam. He had a steadfast willingness to actively 
repudiate oppression in any form. He went to Memphis, where he was assassinated, to 
support garbage collectors striking for higher wages.

King is critical to memorializing the 
Black experience in America. His 
mission and the challenges he 
confronted remain timeless. His 
narrative is also notable because the 
system he wanted to change exploited 
resources to destroy him. No one has 
the right to feed on his legacy. The 
betrayal of Martin Luther King. Jr. is 
as old as the biblical book of Luke, 
Chapter 20, Verse 20: So they 
watched him and sent spies, who 
pretended to be sincere, that they 
might catch him in something he 
said, so as to deliver him up to the 
authority and the jurisdiction of the 
governor.

King was under surveillance for the last 13 years of his life, and his hotel rooms were 
bugged by the FBI from at least October 1963 until his killing in April 1968. Attorney 
General Robert Kennedy signed the first order for the bugging. He did it on the shallow 
assumption that a King disciple was a communist. The charge itself was untrue and 
certainly not a justification for the yearslong assault on King’s privacy.

The same Martin Luther King Jr. who was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize and forever 
changed the lives of Black Americans for the better, was labeled by FBI Director J. Edgar 
Hoover as the most dangerous man in America.

The invasion into King’s life is unprecedented for a political leader. Bugs were hidden in 
the lights near his bed and on Nov. 21, 1964, the FBI sent a compilation of tapes to 
King’s home, knowing the package would be received by his wife. In an enclosed note 
written in vitriol, the FBI told King he had no option except to commit suicide.

King was not infallible, and his remarkable attributes as a human being did not include a 
life of saintliness. Those human moments and the ease with which old friends talk in the 
quiet of motel rooms are no doubt on the tapes.

The FBI has a long history of engaging in misinformation campaigns targeting Black 
activism — and worse — counterintelligence that likely resulted in the killing of 
leadership in the Black Panther Party. If there was evidence of criminality on those tapes, 
Hoover would have swept in on King with the vengeance of pigeons armed to bring 
down an eagle.

The tapes should never have been made. The right to privacy is sacrosanct — a core tenet 
of religious confession and the exercising of our public franchise behind a polling booth 
curtain. The taping was as unconscionable then as it is now, and the vultures are not 
entitled to feed on the memory and legacy of Martin Luther King Jr. The parsing of every 
statement uttered in breezy conversation or secrets shared with confidantes during times 
of stress are not meant to be part of the national discussion.

The Southern Christian Leadership Conference sued to have the tapes destroyed. The 
U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia decided 
instead that the tapes would be placed in the National 
Archives and sealed for 50 years until 
2027. If the reasoning was that our society 
would be less inclined to be judgmental, or 
that King’s place in the American 
consciousness would lessen, the court was wrong.

The Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. matters to every Black 
person living in California. That is why, as chair of the 
California Legislative Black Caucus, I am authoring 
Senate Joint Resolution 7, with the support of my 
colleagues in the Black Caucus, to urge the National 
Archives to destroy the FBI surveillance tapes. I will also 
be personally proposing the hiring of former Attorney 
General Eric Holder to petition again for their 
destruction.

They play no role in the way we record history. The tapes 
are nothing more than an obscene intrusion and a rotten way to make private moments 
the stuff of scandal that is beyond reasonable, responsible, moral and fair. King’s legacy, 
his family and this nation deserve better. We can no longer be silent regarding this 
criminal act by the U.S. government.

State Sen. Steven Bradford, DGardena (Los Angeles County), is 
chair of the California Legislative Black Caucus and the Senate 
Public Safety Committee. He is also a member of California’s Task 
Force to Study and Develop Reparation Proposals for African 
Americans.

FBI vs MLK from pg 1
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Carmel Police Log Pacific Grove Police Log

7/25/2021
0850 ACCIDENT TCH&RPUBLIC PROPDRIVABLE / 

\ GROVE ACRE AV PA2100863 HIT AND RUN 

COLLISIONNO SUSPECT INFORMATION

0941 CASE CIVIL MAT IN NEIGHBOR DISPUTE \ 

CARMEL AV PG2100864 RP REPORTING ONGOING 

ISSUE WITH A NEIGHBOR.

1110 CASE CIVIL MAT FALL IN PUBLIC \ CENTRAL AV 

PG2100865 FALL ON PUBLIC PROPERTY SUBJECT 

REFUSED MEDICAL CAREINFORMATIONAL 

REPORT ONLY

2156 INFO. CASE MEDICAL/PROPERTY SFEKEEP 

(INFO) \ LIGHTHOUSE AV PC2100227 MONTEREY 

FIRE AND AMR RESPONDED TO ADDRESS FOR A 

MEDICAL CALL. SUBJECT TAKEN TO HOSPITAL 

AND MFD BROUGHT HIS BIKE TO PD FOR 

SAFEKEEPING.

2228 CASE PERSONS MENTAL HEALTH HOLD \ 

LIGHTHOUSE AV PG2100866 SUBJECT PLACED ON 

A MENTAL HEALTH EVALUATION HOLD AND 

TRANSPORTED TO LOCAL HOSPITAL.

7/26/2021
0836 INFO. CASE AMMO FOR DESTRUCTION 

(INFO) \ WILLOW ST PC2100228 ON THE ABOVE 

DATE AND TIME, AMMUNITION WAS TURNED IN 

FOR DESTRUCTION.

1200 INFO. CASE DOG IN NO DOG AREA (ANIM) \ 

GEO WASHINGTON PK PC2100230 DOG RUNNING 

AROUND IN THE BASEBALL FIELD AT GEORGE 

WASHINGTON PARK. OWNER WAS CONTACTED 

AND WARNED.

1330 INFO. CASE VEHICLE REPO (REPO) \ 

ARKWRIGHT CT PC2100231 ON THE ABOVE DATE 

AND TIME, DAYBREAK METRO CALLED IN TO 

PROCESS A VEHICLE REPOSSESSION. OWNER IS 

AWARE.

1500 CASE FIREARMS FIREARMS FOR DESTRUC \ 

DEL MONTE BL PG2100867 CITIZEN CAME TO 

DEPARTMENT LOBBY TO TURN IN FIREARM FOR 

DESTRUCTION.

1822 CASE MISCONDUC PC TRESPASSING \ 

WALNUT ST PG2100869 SUSPECT MENDEZ, 

KRISTEN 07/10/96 DISPATCHED TO A  TRESPASSER 

AT A RESIDENCE REFUSING TO LEAVE PRIVATE 

PROPERTY. UPON CONTACT, SUBJECT REFUSED 

TO LEAVE AND WAS SUBSEQUENTLY ARRESTED.

7/27/2021
0940 CASE PERSONS MEDICAL AID \ BUENA VISTA 

AV PG2100871 MEDICAL AID 1200 BLK OF BUENA 

VISTA AVE.

1430 CASE SUP. CIRC SUP. CIRC \ CALEDONIA AV 

PG2100872 REPORT OF TWO FAMALE JUVENILES 

USING MARIJUANA IN THE RESTROOM AREA

INFORMATION ONLY

1549 CASE ANIMALS MC ANIMALS \ BEAUMONT AV 

PG2100873 DOG AT LARGE RESULTED IN A DOG 

BITE 

1931 CASE SERVICES DV RO SERVICE \ 

LIGHTHOUSE AV PG2100870 OFFICERS SERVED A 

TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER AT A 

RESIDENCE

7/28/2021
0815 CASE 487(A) PC THEFT \ BURGLARY \ EGAN 

AV PG2100876 VICTIM REPORTED STOLEN GOLF 

CLUBS FROM UNLOCKED VEHICLE

0903 INFO. CASE FOUND PROPERTY (INFO) \ PINE 

AV PC2100232 ON THE ABOVE DATE AND TIME AN 

ID WAS TURNED AS FOUND PROPERTY. LETTER 

SENT TO OWNER. UPDATE: ID WAS RETURNED TO 

OWNER.

0939 INFO. CASE LOST PROPERTY (INFO) \ 

LIGHTHOUSE AV PC2100233 ON THE ABOVE DATE 

AND TIME AN RP CALLED TO REPORT THAT 

PERSONAL PROPERTY HAD BEEN LOST IN THE 

AREA LISTED ABOVE

1100 CASE 537(A) PC THEFT \ SHOPLIFT \ 

ASILOMAR AV PG2100874 TWO SUBJECTS 

ENTERED A RESTURANT, ORDERED FOOD AND 

LEFT PRIOR TO PAYING THEIR BILL. BOTH 

SUBJECTS CITED AND RELEASED ON SCENE.

1159 ACCIDENT \ FOUNTAIN AV PA2100875 

TRANSIT BUS HIT PARKED VEHICLE.

1832 INFO. CASE LOST PROPERTY (INFO) \ 

OCEAN VIEW BL PC2100234 AT THE ABOVE DATE 

AND TIME, PROPERTY WAS RPEORTED AS LOST 

NEAR THE ABOVE LOCATION. OWNER INFO IS 

KNOWN IF PROPERTY IS TURNED IN.

7/29/2021
0828 INFO. CASE LOST PROPERTY (INFO) \ 

LIGHTHOUSE AV PC2100235 ON THE ABOVE DATE 

AND TIME AN RP CALLED IN TO REPORT 

PROPERTY THAT WAS LOST IN THE AREA LISTED 

ABOVE. NFI

1032 CASE THEFT PC THEFT FROM A VEHICLE \ 

PICO AV PG2100877 THEFT FROM A VEHICLE

1107 CASE PROPERTY PC VANDALISM \ OCEAN 

VIEW BL PG2100878 GRAFFITI TO PARK BENCH

1231 CASE THEFT PC THEFT \ BURGLARY \ MAPLE 

ST PG2100879 THEFT FROM A VEHICLE

1306 CASE 484(A) PC THEFT \ BURGLARY \ MAPLE 

ST PG2100880 THEFT FROM A VEHCILE

1330 INFO. CASE FOUND PROPERTY (INFO) \ 

LIGHTHOUSE AV PC2100236 AT THE ABOVE DATE 

AND TIME A CELL PHONE WAS TURNED INTO THE 

LOBBY. NO OWNER INFORMATION IS KNOWN AT 

THIS TIME. CURRENTLY HELD FOR SAFEKEEPING 

UNTIL AN OWNER COMES FORWARD.

1357 CASE 484(A) PC THEFT \BIKE\BUILD \ GROVE 

ST PG2100881 THEFT FROM A BACKYARD

1459 CASE THEFT PC THEFT \ BURGLARY \ SHELL 

AV PG2100882 VICTIM REPORTED A THEFT FROM 

THEIR VEHICLE

1848 ACCIDENT TCPRIVATE PROPDRIVABLE / \ 

CENTRAL AV PA2100883 NONINJURY ACCIDENT

7/30/2021
0736 ACCIDENT TCPUBLIC PROPPDO / \ 

CENTRAL AV PA2100884 NIC OCCURED

1002 CASE 5150 WI PERSONS \ ASILOMAR AV 

PG2100885 INDIVIDUAL WAS TRANSPORTED BY 

AMR FOR 5150 HOLD

1207 INFO. CASE CROSS REPORT (INFO) \ PINE 

AV PC2100237 AT THE ABOVE DATE AND TIME A 

CPS CROSS REPORT WAS RECIEVED. INCIDENT 

OCCURED OUT OF STATE. RECEIVED AS 

INFORMATION ONLY AT THIS TIME.

1246 CASE 978.5 PC WARR\PROB\REGIST\PAR \ 

PINE AV PG2100886 SUSPECT JOHNSON, GRAIG 

08/05/62 SUSPECT WAS ARRESTED FOR A 

WARRANT

1545 INFO. CASE FALSE ALARM (ALRM) \ SUNSET 

DR PC2100238 FRONT DOOR ALARM ACTIVATION. 

RESIDENCE SECURED.

7/31/2021
0236 CASE DRUGS HS DRUGS \ OCEAN VIEW BL 

PG2100887 SUSPECT REYES, SERGIO 01/06/98 

CITE AND RELEASE FOR DRUG RELATED 

CHARGES SUSPECT ROMERO, FLOR 04/12/99

1001 CASE SUP. CIRC SUSPICIOUS CIRCUMSTA \ 

GROVE ACRE AV PG2100888 SUSPICIOUS 

CIRCUMSTANCES

1049 INFO. CASE FOUND PROPERTY (INFO) \ 

SHELL AV PC2100239 ON THE ABOVE DATE AND 

TIME A DRIVERS LICENSE WAS TURNED IN AS 

FOUND FROM THE AREA LISTED ABOVE. OWNER 

CONTACTED. OWNER CAME TO RETRIEVE THE 

DRIVERS LICENSE.

1132 INFO. CASE CONSTRUCTION  

(CMC) \  JUNIPERO/7TH  CC2100399 

REPORT OF CONSTRUCTION OUTSIDE OF 

PERMITTED WORKING HOURS. PERMIT 

ISSUED/VALID, CREW HIRED BY OWNER TO 

EXPEDITE WORK. ADVISED OF 

REGULATIONS AND JOB 

STOPPED.FORWARDED TO PLANNING/

BUILDING FOR INFO.

1400 INFO. CASE LOST DRIVER 

LICENSE  (PROP) \  JUNIPERO/4TH  

CC2100398 REPORT OF LOST DRIVER 

LICENSE.

1700 CASE   INFO IN   

PROWLER \ OCEAN & TORRES CG2100382 

RESIDENT REPORTED A SUSPICIOUS 

PERSON IN HER YARD LOOKING INTO 

WINDOWS TO HER HOME, TWICE IN THE 

SAME WEEK.

2000 INFO. CASE SUSPICIOUS 

CIRCUMSTANCES  (SC) \  DOLORES 3N 5TH 

CC2100400 ELDERLY RESIDENT STATED A 

SUBJECT ATTEMPTED TO OPEN HER 

FRONT DOOR. REISDENT WAS UNABLE TO 

SPEAK WITH THE SUBJECT AND UNABLE 

TO DESCRIBE THEM DUE TO HEALTH 

REASONS. NO SUBJECT INFORMATION AT 

THIS TIME. NO SURVEILLANCE CAMERAS.

2322 CASE   MISCONDUC PC   

MISCONDUCT \ OCEAN AVE./MISSION  ST 

CG2100379 SUSPECT EVANS, CHARLES 

08/21/90 SUBJECT ARRESTED FOR DRUNK 

IN PUBLIC AND PROBATION VIOLATION. 

TRANSPORTED TO COUNTY JAIL.

8/2/2021
1015 CASE   FRAUDULEN PC   

FRAUDULENT CHECK \ JUNIPERO/4TH 

CG2100381 REPORT OF FORGED 

BUSINESS CHECK. INVESTIGATION 

ONGOING.

1224 CASE   602 PC   

PROPERTY \ SAN CARLOS S/5TH 

CG2100383 PAST TENSE VANDALISM TO A 

BUSINESS

1554 INFO. CASE TREE LIMB ON CAR  

(LIMB) \  JUNIPERO N 5TH  ST CC2100401 

LIMB FROM A CITYOWNED TREE FELL 

ONTO A PARKED VEHICLE, RESULTING IN 

DAMAGE. THE VEHICLE WAS PARKED IN A 

MARKED STALL AND UNOCCUPIED. 

INFORMATION ONLY; FORWARD TO 

FORESTRY.

1755 INFO. CASE FOUND RING  

(ICAS) \  DEL MAR  CC2100402 RING FOUND 

AT DEL MAR BEACH.

8/3/2021
0330 INFO. CASE OPEN DOOR TO 

BUSINESS  (OPEN) \  SAN CARLOS & 6TH 

CC2100403 MAIL DELIVERY MAN 

OBSERVED REPORTED AN OPEN DOOR TO 

A BUSINESS. DOOR TO BUSINESS 

CHECKED AND APPEARED TO BE AN 

OVERSIGHT.

0913 ACCIDENT

TCPUBLICDRIVABLE /   \ SAN CARLOS  ST 

CA2100384 NONINJURY COLLISION 

INVOLVING A CITY VEHICLE

1519 INFO. CASE DOG AT LARGE  

(ANI1) \  CARMELO 3S OCEAN CC2100406 I 

RESPONDED TO A REPORT OF A DOG 

ESCAPING OUT OF A HOUSE.  A SEARCH 

OF THE AREA AND BEACH WAS MADE.  THE 

DOG WAS CAPTURED ON THE GOLF 

COURSE BY A CITIZEN AND RETURNED 

TO THE OWNER.

1630 CASE   FRAUDULEN PC   

PHONE SCAM \ JUNIPERO/4TH CG2100385 

ATTEMPTED PHONE SCAM. INFO ONLY.

1654 INFO. CASE CIVIL 

ISSUE (PROPERTY)  (ICAS) \  MISSION 3N 

6TH CC2100404 ASSISTED WITH A CIVIL 

ISSUE RELATED TO PROPERTY RETAINED 

AND MONEY OWED AFTER THE 

DISSOLUTION OF A LONGTERM DATING 

RELATIONSHIP. COUNSELED AND 

REFERRED TO LOCAL CIVIL RESOURCES.

1942 CASE   DOM VIOL IN   

DOM DISP IN VEHICLE \ CAMINO REAL & 

8TH CG2100386 DOMESTIC 

DISPUTE BETWEEN COUPLE WITHIN A 

VEHICLE. OFFICERS RESONDED AND NO 

VEHICLE FOUND ON SCENE. CITY 

CAMERAS CAPTURED POSSIBLE SUSPECT 

VEHICLE AND FOLLOW NEEDED FOR 

CONTACT WITH R/O.

7/29/2021
0900 INFO. CASE LOST CLASS RING  

(PROP) \  OCEANVIEW  CC2100392 CLASS 

RING LOST.

1023 INFO. CASE DOG AT LARGE  

(ANI1) \  CARMELO N 11TH  CC2100391 

RESPONDED TO A LOOSE DOG RUNNING 

AROUND THE TOWN.  DOG CORNERED IN A 

BACK YARD AND CAPTURED. THE OWNER  

VISITING THE AREA WAS CONTACTED VIA ID 

ON COLLAR.  AWARNING WAS 

GIVEN AND DOG 

RETURNED TO OWNER.

1614 CASE   MISCONDUC IN   

PUBLIC INTOXICATION \ DOLORES N 4TH 

CG2100368 INTOXICATED SUBJECT 

TRANSPORTED TO HOSPITAL.

1800 INFO. CASE LOST MENS WALLET  

(PROP) \  5TH & JUNIPERO  CC2100394 LOST 

WALLET IN THE BUSINESS AREA.

7/30/2021
0754 INFO. CASE FOUND LADY'S 

WALLET  (PROP) \  SAN CARLOS S 10TH 

CC2100393 UNATTENDED WALLET LAYING IN 

THE BUSHES AND BROUGHT TO STATION FOR 

SAFEKEEPING.

1118 CASE   THEFT PC   THEFT \ SHOPLIFT 

\ DOLORES 7S OCEAN CG2100369 PAST 

TENSE SHOPLIFT

1207 CASE   FRAUDULEN PC   CREDIT 

CARD FRUAD \ MISSION/7TH CG2100372 PAST 

TENSE CREDIT CARD FRAUD

1243 CASE   PERSONS    PERSONS \ 

MISSION CG2100370 UNITS RESPONDED TO 

REPORT OF OUT OF CONTROL 9 YEAR OLD.  

PARENTS CALLED FOR PICK UP.

1428 CASE   FRAUDULEN PC   CREDIT 

CARD FRAUD \ MISSION/7TH CG2100371 PAST 

TENSE CREDIT CARD FRAUD

1720 CASE   ANIMALS    DOG VS 

RACCOON \ JUNIPERO 4 N10TH CG2100376 

1800 ACCIDENT TCPRIVATE 

PROPDRIVABLE /   \ MISSION  ST CA2100375

1855 ACCIDENT TCDUIPRIVATE 

PROPDRIVABLE /   \ MONTE VERDE  AV 

CA2100373 TRAFFIC COLLISION LED TO THE 

ARREST OF A SUBJECT

1919 D. U. I. DUI \ M VERDE/

OCEAN  AV CQ2100373 LORENTZ, REBECCA   

DOB 03/13/72 SUBJECT ARRESTED FOR DUI. 

TRANSPORTED TO COUNTY JAIL.

1953 BOOKED BOOKING   \ M 

VERDE/OCEAN  AV CJ2100048 LORENTZ,  

REBECCA,  DAWN           03/13/72

7/31/2021
0209 D. U. I. DUI \ OCEAN/CARPENTER  AV 

CQ2100374 PANCHAL, DEVANG   DOB 11/02/98 

SUBJECT ARRESTED FOR DUI

0248 BOOKED BOOKING   \ OCEAN/

CARPENTER  ST CJ2100049 PANCHAL,  

DEVANG,  MAHESH           11/02/98

1206 INFO. CASE WELFARE CHECK  

(WC) \  DOLORES 2S 9TH  CC2100395 

RP REQUESTED A WELFARE CHECK ON 

ELDERLY MALE FRIEND WHO STATED THAT 

HE FELL. MALE WAS FOUND SAFE AT THE 

HOSPITAL.

1537 CASE   FRAUDULEN PC   CREDIT 

CARD FRAUD \ MISSION/7TH CG2100377 PAST 

TENSE CREDIT CARD FRAUD

1817 INFO. CASE MT LION SIGHTING  

(ANI2) \  DOLORES 3S 13TH  CC2100405 RP 

REPORTED MT LION ON NEIGHBORS ROOF 

AND LEFT UNKNOWN DIRECTION OF TRAVEL.

1838 CASE   PERSONS IN   FOCP \ 6TH W 

MISSION CG2100378 FALL ON CITY PROPERTY

8/1/2021
0058 BOOKED BOOKING   \ MISSION 

ST./OCEAN  AV CJ2100050 EVANS,  CHARLES,  

JAMES  08/21/90

0216 CASE   DOM VIOL PC   DOM 

VIOL \ LINCOLN/OCEAN  AV CG2100380 

SUSPECT FARROS, NICHOLAS 04/28/55 

SUBJECT ARRESTED FOR DOMESTIC 

VIOLENCE. TRANSPORTED TO COUNTY JAIL

0638 BOOKED BOOKING   \ LINCOLN/

OCEAN  ST CJ2100051 FARROS,  NICHOLAS,  

JOHN 04/28/55 

0805 INFO. CASE LOST WALLET  

(PROP) \  BEACH  CC2100396 A REPORT OF A 

LOST WALLET.

1100 INFO. CASE LOST EAR PODS  

(PROP) \  BEACH  CC2100397 REPORT OF EAR 

PODS IN CASE LOST ON THE BEACH. Cedar Street Times Office
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People 
Dr. Samuel E. Gaskins
When Tony Traback read that the Christian 
Memorial Church was being evicted by the 
military, he called their pastor and offered to 
provide them a church home at Wellspring. 

Now at Wellspring, Christian Memorial's 
pastor, Dr. Samuel E. Gaskins Sr holds 
services at 1 pm every Sunday. His 
congregation is much smaller than 
Wellspring's and now have to travel from 
Seaside, but he said "They are coming, and for 
that I am blessed."

Gaskins is a retired Army Chaplan. In 1968 he 
started Peninsula Outreach which evolved into 
the popular IHelp homeless program.

Gaskins' church also ran the Stepping Stones 
program with the help of Cardinale 
Automotive in Seaside's Heitzinger Plaza. 
This program provides food to the needy by 
donations from large supermarkets like 
Safeway in Carmel Valley and others.

Rev. Gaskins plans to speak with the mayor. 
"We want to work on racial issues to bring 
people together." 

WELLSPRING CHURCH & CHRISTIAN 
MEMORIAL
141 14TH ST (at Central Av) 
PACIFIC GROVE, CA 93950

Dr. Samuel E. Gaskins Sr.
Photo by Antonio Reyes

Feast of Lanterns 

Invites Public to Preview the Renewed Festival
By Dixie Layne

Unlike so many years past, this last evening in July was not spent at Lovers Point, 
where our community has gathered to wait for ”the princesses” to appear at the top of 
the grand stone staircase, and watch as they make their way across the pier for their 
final summer performance. Instead, this year a stage was set at Chautauqua Hall that 
was taken by a number of Feast of Lanterns directors and a princess. Their backdrop 
was a display of the future, which included medievalera inspired costumes, a new 
story of starcrossed lovers illustrated with story boards, and renderings of the 
proposed new backdrops made of canvas that set our Point Pinos Lighthouse center 
stage.

Yes, this summer evening was different; the performers had a new mission. Not to 
entertain, but to introduce a summer festival made anew. The directors, led by acting
president Christine Gruber, warmly welcomed their guests as they arrived, engaged in 
conversation, and answered the questions put to them. The public showed appreciation 
for the directors’ work at reimagining Pacific Grove’s summer festival, and were 
pleased to be able to engage with the directors. 

In attendance were some 30 people from the community that included past queens, 
princesses, and presidents from years ago, all wanting to know what is to become of 
the Feast of Lanterns. The anticipation for what this evening might hold was palpable, 
not unlike the past when thousands gathered for an evening that ended with a burst of 
fireworks over the Bay as the search for a young princess and her poet love escaped 
across the dark waters of the Cove and transformed into monarchs. 

This year, the electricity in the air was all about finding the answers to what would be 
made of the festival and the story of its starcrossed lovers – and the answers were 
revealed. In the brochure provided to the attendees, it explained that the story would 
no longer be derived “from a British dinnerplate. The setting is no longer “faraway 
Cathay,” and the script no longer contains explicit or implicit offensive references to 
Asian people and culture. The new story centers on Pacific Grove and the Royal Court 
and will act out a pantomime entitled “The Legend of Pacific Grove.” 

In short, the new story takes place during a celebration called “Chautauqua Days” in a 
land “now known as Pacific Grove,” where there is a “lighthouse palace,” occupied by 
a wealthy royal family whose patriarch wants his eldest daughter to marry a wealthy 
older man. The monarch’s daughter, however, has fallen in love with a brilliant young 
scholar, but with the help of her sibling princesses, a fairygodmother like woman 
called Elmarie, Lady of the Bay, a dragon, and swarms of monarchs there is a happy 
ending. 

Plans for future meetings with the 
public were not announced. If you 
have questions for the directors, 
you may contact them at 
info@feastoflanterns.org. Plans 
for their website were not made 
available. 

Bob Pacelli photo
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PACIFIC GROVE LIBRARY

LIBRARY HOURS 

Monday 3pm6pm holds pick up
Tuesday 3pm6pm limited capacity
Wednesday 10am1pm limited capacity
Thursday 1pm4pm limited capacity
Friday Closed
Saturday 10am1pm holds pick up (1st Sat of Month)
Sunday Closed

Diana Godwin — Pacific Grove Library Director

Pacific Grove resident Diana Godwin has worked in the Pacific Grove Library 
since 2013. Originally she was assigned the reference librarian position and was 
responsible for the local history collection. She took over as interim director of 
the Library in January, 2020 after the sudden retirement of director Scott Bauer. 
Diana grew up in the area, living most of her life in Carmel Valley and 
graduating from Carmel High School. She is a mother of two children that are 
now grown adults. 

One of her first projects as director was to start an outreach program to seniors 
called “Teen Tech”. This program paired techsavvy high school students with 
techneophyte seniors who need help with using their smartphones, ipads, 
computers, and other emonstrosities. This program was well received by the 
Forest Hill Manor and Canterbury Woods retirement communities.

Currently Diana sees her foremost challenge as the full reopening of the Library. 
As of today, the Library is open three days per week: Tuesdays from 2 – 6 pm; 
Wednesdays from 10 am to 1 pm; and Thursdays from 1 – 5 pm. Mondays from 
3 – 6 pm during Farmers Market, holds and pickups are available. “As soon as 
we fill and train some open job positions, we will add Friday, and that could be 
by the end of August” Diana said.
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The Tiny Treasures Art Show is an annual 
fundraiser for the Pacific Grove Art Center. 
Local artists donate small works of art to be 
raffled as a means of raising money. 

The works could be paintings, drawings, or 
sculpture. Each piece of art is displayed 
along the walls of the Art Center above a box 
with a slot to accept raffle tickets. 

Members of the public can buy raffle tickets 
for $5 each or 5 tickets for $20. If a person 
likes a particular work of art, they put one or 
more tickets in the corresponding box and at 
the end of the raffle one random ticket is 
drawn from each box to determine who gets 
to own the art. 

ART NEWS

Tiny Treasurers
Fund Raiser

“Inspired by Robert Louis Stevenson 
a Lifelong Treasure Hunt”

 a lecture by Roger Swearingen
Sponsored by the RLS Club of Monterey and the Pacific Grove Heritage Society
Saturday, August 28, 2021, 2:00 pm
Performing Arts Center of Pacific Grove Middle School
835 Forest Avenue, Pacific Grove, CA, 93950
Free admission for RLS Club and Heritage Society members; $15 donation for non
members

In late August 1879, Robert Louis Stevenson came to Monterey from his native Scotland 
to marry the woman he loved and develop his craft 
as a serious writer.  During the ups and downs of his 
short stay, he made an impression on those he met.  
Little did they know that in a few years, he would be 
a celebrated author of future classics such as 
Treasure Island, Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, 
Kidnapped, A Child’s Garden of Verses and many 
others.  The Stevenson House, located in an historic 
adobe belonging to the Monterey State Historic 
Park, has a museumquality collection of art and 
artifacts which pay tribute to the man, his works, 
and his enduring spirit among us.

To commemorate his arrival in Monterey, the RLS Club of Monterey and the PG Heritage 
Society present a lecture open to the public.  The speaker, Roger G. Swearingen, is an 
internationallyacclaimed authority on the life and works of Robert Louis Stevenson.  He 
will share his thoughts about features of Stevenson’s writing – and particular works of his 
– that have kept him fascinated, inspired and busy over a fiftyyear career of research and 
writing about RLS.  Participants are asked to come prepared with questions and thoughts 
of their own for a lively questionandanswer session that will follow.

Roger Swearingen is one of the most respected contemporary scholars of Robert Louis 
Stevenson, has written books and journal articles about RLS, and has traveled and 

lectured in Scotland, France, Samoa, Australia, Saranac Lake, 
NY, and California.  His research has taken him to worldclass 
libraries which hold Stevenson manuscripts, published and 
unpublished. A resident of Santa Rosa, he has contributed 
generously to the Silverado Museum in St. Helena, Napa Valley 
and to the Stevenson House and RLS Club in Monterey.  
Current projects include a full length biography to be titled 
“Robert Louis Stevenson: Spirit of Adventure,” a fully 
annotated edition of The South Seas,” and a guide to 

photographs, paintings, and sketches of Stevenson.
www.rlsclubmonterey.org       www.pacificgroveheritage.org 

Peter Hiller to speak on
The Life and Timesof Jo Mora:

Iconic Artist of the American West…

First Friday Art Walk ~ Pacific Grove
August 6, 2021

     You are invited to The Trotter Galleries at 
301 Forest Ave. (across from City Hall) for a 
discussion, question and answer time and book 
purchasing and signing opportunity celebrating 
artist Jo Mora and the publication of the trade 
edition of The Life and Times of Jo Mora: 
Iconic Artist of the American West with the 
biography author PeterHiller on August 6 from 
6:00 to 9:00 with discussion at 7:00. 

The Trotter Galleries contains a wonderful 
collection of Jo Mora material and is a natural 
setting to engage in conversation about this 
amazing artist and author. Peter Hiller, the Jo 
Mora Trust Collection Curator since 2006, will 
bring his love of getting to know Jo’s 
accomplishments to the viewing and reading 
public in this intimate setting as he strives to 
bring those artistic endeavors to a wider 
audience.

Central Coast Art Association
The Central Coast Art Association's Awards Show is on display at Meals on Wheels (aka 
Sally Griffin Senior Center) now until September 2. Since the start of Covid and shelter 
in place, CCAA has hosted Online juried shows for the members to continue to share 
their art work with  our community on the Monterey Peninsula and beyond! Each show 
was juried by 2 area judges for first, second and third place awards and we also invited 
members and public participation in voting for their favorites or "Peoples Choice!" The 
Awards show includes the winners in our present Online show as well as the past 3 
Online shows. Most of the art at Meals on Wheels and also online @ 
centralcoastartassociation.com are for sale with benefits to Meals on Wheels.

Award winners for the Summer show and are on display at 
Meals on Wheels:
First Place: Rita Sturgeon  “Simple Elegance”
Second Place: Jane Prescott  “Fiona”
Third Place: Bobbie Bevel  “Window to the Bay”
Peoples’ Choice: (tie) 

Sylvia Mazawa "Mishka”  
Bobbie Brainerd “Virginia Vintage Pitcher”

Meals on Wheels is at 700 Jewell Ave, Pacific Grove, CA 
93950; hours: 9 am5 pm, MondayFriday. Masks are 
requested.

Jan Scott, niniscott75@gmail.com
Bobbie Brainerd, ccaabobbie@gmail.com

Simple Elegance
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CROSSWORD SOLUTION

Jane Roland

Random Thoughts
BEFORE SALEM    

                      
Recently we have been inundated 

on television and movies with stories of the 
supernatural and super heroes.  The former 
depictions are very graphic, thanks to 
technology. To me they offer little 
suspense, just facial changes and heads 
flying off.  Give me The Sixth Sense any 
day. 

In 1635 on the James, one of my 
ancestors, Anthony Morse and his brother, 
William sailed from the pot of 
Southampton, England and arrived in 
Boston, on June 3. They settled in 
Newbury, Massachusetts.

William led a humble and monotonous 
life as a shoemaker. He and his wife, 
Elizabeth (Titcombe) lived on four acres 
between Water and Middle streets.  He was 
about sixtyfive years old and had received 
the land by grant in 1646.

Strange things began to happen when 
grandson, John Stiles, moved in.  William a 
task master was firm that the young man 
attend to his studies and chores.  Suddenly 
objects disappeared and would come 
clattering down 
the chimney, 
bricks, pieces of 
wood, even an 
iron.  A large pig 
suddenly appeared 
in the house.  
When the couple 
investigated no 
one was there, 
there was no 
explanation 

When Caleb 
Powell, a neighbor and friend, saw John 
throw a boot at his grandfather.  He told 
William Morse he could determine what 
was behind the “mysterious disturbances”. 
To make his credentials more impressive, 
he told Morse that in his travels he had 
learned Astrology and astronomy. This was 
a mistake in Puritan New England where 
belief in the devil abounded. Morse 
promptly accused Powell of witchcraft.  
Charges were brought in December 1679; 
however, when he was acquitted the people 
of Newbury began to think if he were not 
the witch someone else must be.

The charge fell on the head of sixtythree 
year old, Elizabeth Morse.  As was the 
tendency in those days, the moment she 
was charged, people lined up to testify 
against her.  She had been a midwife 
which gave some of these folk fodder. One 
said “I having offended Goody Morse, my 
three calves fell a dancing and roaring and 
were in such a condition as I never saw a 
calf in before. A calf ran a roaring away 
that we got him only with much adoe and 
putt him in the barn. In the morning I went 
to ye barne and there he was setting upon 
his tail like a dog: and so he remained in 
these fits till he died”

Gov. Simon Bradstreet proclaimed, 
"Elizabeth Morse, you are to goe from 
hence to the place from when you came 
and thence to the place of execution and 
there to be hanged by the neck, till you be 
dead, and the Lord have mercy on your 
soul." The Governor did grant her a 
reprieve until October. Elizabeth was 
imprisoned in Boston and during this time 
her husband, William, petitioned the court, 

trying to refute the seventeen witnesses. He 
asked the Governor for mercy. Additional 
testimony was given in 1681. Apparently 
there was dispute between the members of 
the court as to whether or not to go ahead 
with her execution. 

Elizabeth continued in prison until May 
1681. On the fourteenth of that month her 
husband petitioned for her to "the 
honorable gen. court now sitting in 
Boston," begging "to clere up ye truth." 
This petition recites a review of the 
testimony of seventeen persons who had 
testified against Goody Morse. On the 
eighteenth, he petitioned "ye hon. 
Governor, deputy Governor, deputies and 
magistrates." In answer, a new hearing was 
granted. 

No further trial followed. Mr. Morse did 
not rest in his efforts for the release of his 
wife. He called a council of the clergymen 
of the neighborhood to examine her. The 
council met and acted. After this 
examination the court permitted her to 
return home. She was under house arrest 
and could not leave her door without being 
accompanied by a clergyman. Williams 

death is said to be 
1683, hers in 
1690.

Elizabeth 
Morse languished 
in prison for two 
years.  I have 
recently read the 
book “The 
Witches of Salem 
– 1692”, which 
tells the story of 
what was one of 

the most horrific periods in our history.  I 
perhaps should amend that statement in 
view of incidents in our country in the past 
years. Innocent, Godfearing people were 
imprisoned in conditions less than 
deplorable. Dirt floors, chained to lie in 
their own filth, clothing falling off, little or 
no food. All because of the accusations and 
rantings of a group of young girls.  During 
this period nineteen people, thirteen women 
and six men were hanged, one, Giles Corey 
was pressed to death. Two dogs and a small 
girl were also executed. Four women are 
documented to have perished in prison with 
thought that there were thirteen more.

 Nathanial Hawthorne based The House 
of the Seven Gables” on the Salem witch 
trials and in 1953, Arthur Miller’s The 
Crucible was an allegory of McCarthyism, 
when the U.S. government blacklisted 
accused communists.  Miller himself was 
questioned in 1956 and convicted of 
contempt of congress for refusing to 
identity others.  One amusing aside is that 
when Lucille Ball was questioned, her 
husband, Dezi Arnez testified.  “The only 
thing that is red about Lucy is her hair and 
even that is not legitimate.”... 

A wonderful television adaptation of The 
Crucible with Coleen Dewhurst and George 
C. Scott was presented in 1967 and a movie 
last year, Trumbo, about the McCarthy 
hearings are well worth renting. Some 
years ago (many years ago) grandson, 
Spencer, played Danforth in the Monterey 
High presentation of Miller’s play.  He was 
spectacularly menacing...

Jane Roland, gcr770@aol.com. 

Barbara Mossberg 
Poet's Perch
Majesty of Grace on 18th Street

I may not know your name, you who sweep your porch, and you, who paint your 
fence that bright white,
and you who carry the pitcher of water to your rose bush, so that it blooms by the 
sidewalk, and provides a whiff of sweetness as one walks by. . . 
acts that give our civic space a style and us a grateful sense of presence in our world. 
Was it your resolution to do good? Who knows where our habits, our sense of 
obligations, our resolutions lead? 
 
You, of these gestures, do you know how someone is thinking of you, when all is said 
and done, in the consciousness of sorrow, and loss, of bad manners and bad luck, of 
what is frightful and tedious and fraught and disturbing (we see the faces of drivers, 
we see the faces when no one’s looking, how it is, and we can understand). 
I am thinking of the word whiff, and scent, and sniff, and how to capture what it is one 
feels walking, with unexpected news of something clean and cared for and beautiful in 
this world . . .
Okay, I am not saying there’s a certain heaven, but you can see in the scheme of things 
what you did, it’s the little thing you did, you gave what you had, when it mattered a 
lot, and it was majesty you made, something important in the mind of someone 
looking back and realizing that all is not lost with the world, and you never know, do 
you, just when the Universe will reveal itself to you as something generous and good, 
some whiff of passing grace.
 
The gestures not on anyone’s To Do list
for New Year Resolutions that no one taught you to do— the wealth that you have that 
no one knows and is not on your bank statement, and will not help you get a loan, the 
uncounted, uncountable sweetness of you. 
 
You are the source of a blessed life, you are the agent of the Universe, you are a vision 
of angel, a way people forgive and know from this glimpse into the divine, this whiff 
of—I’m not saying there’s heaven. This is in you to do, and you, at the end of the day, 
are a new beginning, in what is remembered.
I’m not saying you will be glad if you do these things, watering your rose bush, 
painting your fence, you may not be or you may not think twice, and go about your 
day,
but someday someone will think of 
you as evidence of an infinite world
 
The resolutions alive in you who 
sweep your porch, and you, who paint 
your fence bright white, and you who 
carry the pitcher of water to your bush, 
by the sidewalk, and provide a whiff of 
sweetness as one passes by, and slows, 
stressed thoughts startled by 
interrupting rose. 
Who knows where your resolution 
ends and someone’s hope begins, a 
new day, a new way? What we can 
learn from being with one another, a 
kind of news of kindness aloft and core 
to this world. 
On this beginning of a New Year, 
mounting the threshold of going 
forward, I am reminded of how we 
create structures in our lives like in a 
poem, with beginnings and ends. 
We make ends to make amends, we make ends because we want to make new 
beginnings, and structure our time and lives like stanzas, always a chance for a new 
fresh start, like our sun each day. I suppose this is why our earth turns. How ingenious 
of the Universe, a whole system designed for new days and starts …. 
As I look forward to this new year, I think of the lessons that carry me forward, and 
the first one is the understanding of how it is our earth, our community, our time here, 
that being in each other’s presence on this journey has taught me. A community alive 
with poetry is a way of civic grace, of kindness, listening to poets’ spiritual devotion 
and practice. And so, I resolve in this new year to read and honor what’s here, what’s 
made anew, trees, and poetry, and music and dance, and mountains, and love, as never 
ending, and always beginning … our community of such life, in the perfect present 
imperfect, the view of the poet’s perch. 
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